Digest #38

Do you want to nourish the local petri dish of innovation? Santa Cruz Tech Beat needs your support. Read about the benefits and become a sponsor today.

Check out new jobs on the jobs page. Six at Catbird, two at PredPol, one at, and more. And, see who's gaining visibility in the Business Catalog.

Is Santa Cruz a game development hub? Find out which stars are contributing to the local gaming wave (below).

Sara Isenberg, Publisher
Santa Cruz Tech Beat
http://santacruztechbeat.com

Feature Articles:

- Garden of gaming in Santa Cruz is tilled and ready for growth. Read more...
Surfnet teams with Sunesys to win $10.6 million grant for regional fiber network. Read more...

Uber announces Santa Cruz Launch with TechRaising Partnership. Read more...

TechRaising to hold 48 hour collaborative startup blitz. Read more...

Being Capital - a new way of being on the web. Read more...

 Completely Cut Off - reflecting back to 2009 when Santa Cruz internet, cell phones, landlines, ATMs were cut off. Read more...

"An accumulation of positivity" - a student reflects on HACK UCSC weekend. Read more...

UCSC's DANM MFA Exhibition is coming up April 26-27 & May 1-4. Read more...

Upcoming Events:

Busy week! Design Santa Cruz meetup is Tuesday, Event Santa
Cruz is Wednesday, and TechRaising meetup is Thursday.

- See all upcoming event details here...

Other News:

- Watsonville opens government transparency with opengov.com. Read more...

- Santa Cruz CRM? Think X2Engine. Read more...

- Monterey County teens head to national robotics tournament. Watch...

- More *Uber in Santa Cruz* announcement as above, but hey, it's in the Silicon Valley Business Journal! Read more...

- More on CPUC from Steve Blum: CPUC awards first broadband infrastructure subsidy to an independent ISP. Read more...

Connect with us.

- Subscribe to Santa Cruz Tech Beat!
- Become a sponsor today.
- List your business in the Business Catalog.
- Read the [news](#).
- Read [feature articles](#).
- Check [upcoming events](#).
- Submit news tips, blog posts, or other newsworthy items.
- Visit our [website](#).
- Read [previous digests](#) of Santa Cruz Tech Beat.
- LIKE us on [Facebook](#).
- Follow us on [Twitter](#).
- Check [job posts](#).
- Read [what folks are saying](#) about us.